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I. INTRODUCTION

According to New York Life Insurance Company's (“NYLIC's”) Motion for Summary Judgment, it is the “ultimate parent” for
each of the other New York Life affiliated defendants involved in this litigation. Regardless of the intricacies of the New York
Life family of companies' corporate structure, NYLIC represented to Mary Pence (“Pence”) that Colleen Averill (“Averill”)
was its agent. Pence relied on NYLIC's representations and trusted Averill as her financial advisor. Averill used the authority
conferred upon her by NYLIC to defraud Pence of her life savings. NYLIC is liable to the Estate vicariously for Averill's
wrongdoing.

II. STANDARD OF REVIEW

Summary judgment is only appropriate where it is shown that there is “no genuine issue as to any material fact and that the
moving party is entitled to prevail as a matter of law.” ORCP 47 C. No genuine issue of material fact exists, leaving only
a legal question, where “based upon the record before the court viewed in a manner most favorable to the adverse party, no
objectively reasonable juror could return a verdict for the adverse party on the matter that is the subject of the motion for
summary judgment.” Id.

In analyzing the record on a motion for summary judgment, the Court must view “the evidence and all reasonable inferences
to be drawn from it in the light most favorable to the nonmoving party, including all reasonable inferences of fact therefrom.”
Hampton Tree Farms, Inc. v. Jewett, 320 Or 599, 613, 892 P2d 683 (1995). The moving party has “the burden of showing that
there are no genuine issues of material fact and that they are entitled to judgment as a matter of law,” and “[w]hen the evidentiary
matter in support of the motion does not establish the absence of a genuine issue, summary judgment must be denied, even if
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no opposing evidence is presented.” Warren L. Bostick Family Trust v. Magliocco, 64 Or App 305, 308, 667 P2d 1044 (1983)
(citing Pelege v. Chrysler, 278 Or 223, 227 n. 2, 563 P2d 701 (1977)).

III. POINTS AND AUTHORITIES/ARGUMENTS IN RESPONSE 1

A. Averill had apparent authority to act on behalf of NYLIC

NYLIC contends that it is not liable to plaintiff because Averill was not its employee or agent. While Averill's actual employment
and agency with NYLIC and its affiliates ended in 2002, she remained apparently authorized to act on NYLIC's behalf. NYLIC
failed to take sufficient steps to inform Pence that Averill no longer represented it, and Pence reasonably relied on this apparent
authority to her detriment.

A principal is vicariously liable for the acts of its agent if the defendant placed that person in a position that allowed the agent to
harm the plaintiff. Restatement (Second) Agency § 261-62; Badger v. Paulson Inv. Co., Inc., 311 Or 14, 28 (1991). This is true
regardless of whether the agent is actually authorized to act on behalf of the principal. In order to prove apparent authority, a
plaintiff must show “some conduct of the principal which, when reasonably interpreted, causes a third party to believe that the
principal consents to have the apparent agent act for him on that matter.” Eads v. Borman, 351 Or 729, 736 (2012) (summing
up the elements of apparent authority as (1) representation of authority by the principal and (2) reasonable reliance on that
representation by the plaintiff)

It is undisputed that Averill was an actual employee or agent for NYLIC and New York Life Insurance and Annuity Corporation
(“NYLIAC”) from 1988 through the summer of 2002. See The New York Life Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment,
p. 4; Declaration of Sandra Gill in Support of the New York Life Defendant's Motion for Summary Judgment (“Gill Decl.”),
already on file with this court, at ¶¶ 5-6; Declaration of Andrew T. Reilly in Support of Plaintiff's Response to the New York Life
Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment (“Reilly Decl.”), already on file with this court, at ¶ 2 (Exhibit 1, pp. 74-76). NYLIC,
along with its alleged subsidiary entities, NYLIAC and NYLIFE Securities LLC (“NYLIFE”), made numerous representations
and/or allowed Pence to make representations cloaking Averill with authority to act on their behalves over that 14-year period.
See, e.g., Reilly Decl, ¶ 2 (Exhibit 1, pp. 59-62). Pence, in turn, relied on those representations and trusted Averill to advise
her regarding her finances. See, e.g., Deposition of Michael Gattuccio, attached as Exhibit 1 to the Declaration of Marion H.
Little, already on file with the court (“Gattuccio Depo.”), at pp. 60, 102, and 151-53. Pence, in short, relied on her belief that
Averill was backed by “The Company you Keep.”

NYLIC provided Averill with the badges of agency that she used to represent to Pence that she was NYLIC's agent, and by failing
to take adequate steps to dissuade Pence of that notion, later mis-represent that same fact. The evidence submitted by the parties
to date shows that while Averill was an employee or agent of NYLIC and NYLIAC, and a registered representative of NYLIFE,
she opened an account on Pence's behalf with MainStay Investments, O'Malley Decl., ¶ 8; that in the years following her alleged
termination from NYLIC, Averill opened several additional accounts on Pence's behalf with MainStay Investments, using the
same forms, O'Malley Decl., ¶9; that in the years following her termination from NYLIC, Averill continued to hand out business
cards to Pence's family members reflecting her continued engagement with NYLIC and NYLIFE, Deposition of Joyce Bolliger,
attached as Exhibit 3 to the Declaration of Marion H. Little, Jr., already on file with this court, at pp. 64-66; that when pressed in
mid-May of 2009 by Pence and her family to deliver proof of Pence's financial holdings, Averill delivered a fabricated account
statement from NYLIFE, listing herself as Registered Representative, and an account balance of $325,578.56, presumably
comprised of dozens or hundreds of certificates of deposits, Reilly Decl., ¶ 11; and that during the course of the Portland Police's
investigation into Averill's wrongdoing, the investigating officer learned that the records on file with the Oregon Division of
Finance and Corporate Securities reflected that Averill held a title as “Investment Professional” with NYLIAC and MainStay
Investments. Declaration of Andrew T. Reilly in Support of Plaintiff's Response to ONESCO's and ONFSI's Motion In Limine,
already on file with this court, at ¶ 3, p. 8 of 17.
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Certainly, a permissible inference from these facts is that Averill knew that neither Pence nor her children knew she was no
longer affiliated with NYLIC; that because of this ignorance, she continued to hold herself out as being so affiliated in the
years after her purported termination, and even up to the point at which her wrongdoing was being discovered; and that even
those whose job it was to know her affiliations - i.e., the State of Oregon - had Averill listed as an agent of NYLIAC and
MainStay Investments as late as the Spring of 2009, further evidencing the poor job of alerting those who need to know of
the termination of Averill's authority to act for NYLIC. In short, NYLIC's evidence in support of summary judgment does
not answer the question of whether Pence reasonably believed Averill to be affiliated with NYLIC when the thefts occurred,
and any dispute regarding the reasonableness of that belief and Pence's reliance thereupon is a jury question. Oregon Public
Employees' Retirement Bd. ex rel. Oregon Public Employees' Retirement Fund v. Simat, Helliesen, & Eichner, 191 Or App
408, 425 n. 14 (2004).

The only evidence relied upon NYLIC to demonstrate an “absence of disputed fact” on this issue is a terminated agent
notification communication (“TANC”) letter theoretically sent to Pence by NYLIC in 2002, an acknowledgement signed by
Pence in 2004 that Averill was a representative of ONESCO and not NYLIFE, and the fact that NYLIFE had filed a Form
U5 with NASD in July of 2002, informing NASD and all who know of it and how to access its database of the termination of
Averill's authority. See NYLIC's Motion, pp. 9-10.

Whether Pence ever actually received any notice of Averill's termination, however, is disputed. 2  No TANC letter was found in
Pence's records and Pence stated to the Portland Police and in her videotaped statement that she believed Averill was affiliated
with, among others, NYLIC. See Declaration of Andrew T. Reilly in Support of Plaintiff's Response to ONESCO's and ONFS's
Motion In Limine, already on file with this court, at ¶¶ 3-4 (Exhibits 1-2); Bolliger Deposition, pp. 122-27. While NYLIC was
able to eventually produce the TANC letter it contends was sent to Pence, it produced no evidence that such a letter was actually
sent to Pence in anything approaching a contemporaneous manner. See discussion at fn. 1, supra. For this reason, NYLIC is
either not entitled to any presumption that such a letter was ever received, or the same has been at least arguably rebutted.
OEC 311(1)(q). There is also evidence that NYLIC failed to take any steps whatsoever to ensure that all the badges of Averill's
agency were returned, such as her business cards and business stationary, the latter of which Averill later used to represent to
Pence and her children that she still represented NYLIC. Declaration of Andrew T. Reilly in Support of Plaintiff's Response
to the New York Life Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment, already on file with this court, at ¶ 2 (Exhibit 1, pp. 59-62,
82-83, and 91. And, finally, though NYLIC claims to have notified Pence of Averill's termination, the efficacy of the means
chosen by it is questionable, at best (e.g., even the State of Oregon did not know of Averill's termination until sometime in
2009, up until which point, Averill was listed as being an “Investment Professional” with NYLIAC and MainStay Investments.
Declaration of Andrew T. Reilly in Support of Plaintiff's Response to ONESCO' and ONFS' Motion in Limine, already on file
with this court, at ¶ 3, p. 8 of 17.

Further, the “acknowledgment” referenced in the O'Malley Declaration is nothing more than Pence's request that the office
out of which Averill was then working should be reflected on the MainStay account in question. NYLIC offers no evidence
that reasonable people know or understand the workings of broker-dealers, the implications of being registered with one or
another broker-dealer, whether the companies themselves were related in any way, or any of the particulars of the registered
representative/broker-dealer world at all. At best, the “acknowledgment” merely creates a question of fact where none existed
prior as to whether Pence could reasonably believed that Averill was still authorized by NYLIC to conduct business on their
behalves.

Finally, what NYLIC's affiliates told NASD about Averill's status in 2002 is not determinative of what Pence knew or reasonably
believed about that issue. To the uninitiated, NASD (now FINRA) is a confusing morass of regulations, rules, titles, and
numerical designations (e.g., CRD numbers, Series 6, Series 7) that mean little to nothing to the layperson. Undersigned counsel
suggest that no single eventual juror in this case who does not work in the financial services industry will have any idea what
FINRA is, or what sort of information is available on its website, and to point to information about Averill shared with NASD
by NYLIFE in 2002 as the sort of evidence necessary to support summary judgment on the issue of Pence's knowledge or
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understanding of Averill's relationship with NYLIFE is to seriously overestimate the effectiveness a Form U5 as a tool intended
to notify customers of anything.

Averill was apparently authorized by NYLIC to conduct business on its behalf. Pence relied on NYLIC's representations to her
that Averill was its agent. Averill used her apparent authority to gain Pence's confidence and steal her life savings. Averill was
in the position from which she was able to steal from Pence because of the authority given by NYLIC to Averill. NYLIC took
insufficient steps to inform Pence that Averill's agency had ended, and it is, therefore, vicariously liable for Averill's wrongs,
including her violation of the elder abuse statute.

Questions of fact prevent summary judgment in NYLIC's favor on the question of Averill's agency. At best, the material
produced by NYLIC creates a question of fact - it does not conclusively dispose of one. Summary judgment on this issue is
inappropriate, and should be denied.

B. Plaintiff concedes that NYLIC is not directly liable for elder abuse, but NYLIC is liable vicariously for Averill's
elder abuse

NYLIC did not process the redemption requests and plaintiff, therefore, concedes that NYLIC is not directly liable as a permitter
of elder abuse, as are NYLIM and NYLIAC. Based on the analysis above, however, NYLIC is vicariously liable for Averill's
actions. It is, therefore, vicariously liable for Averill's elder abuse violations.

NYLIC is incorrect that plaintiffs elder abuse claim is jurisdictionally barred due to non-compliance with ORS 124.100. ORS
124.100 does not, by its plain terms, prohibit any action in which notice to the Attorney General is not given at all, much less
where notice is given well within the time necessary for the Attorney General to act if he or she deems it necessary, but just
outside the 30 days prescribed by ORS 124.100.

The Oregon case cited by the New York Life Defendants, Marks v. City of Roseburg, 59 Or App 558 (1982) involved ORS
28.110. That statute requires service on the Attorney General so that the Attorney General has an opportunity to be heard
anytime an ordinance is challenged as unconstitutional. The purpose of this requirement and the need for its jurisdictional effect
there is evident. When an ordinance is challenged on grounds of constitutionality, the public's rights are also impacted and the
state should have the right to be heard. ORS 124.100, on the other hand, does not provide the Attorney General the right to be
heard. The purpose of ORS 124.100 is to ensure that any possible criminal violations are brought to the attention of the Attorney
General or to ensure that the Attorney General is made aware of any potential criminal claims the state may wish to prosecute.

In both of the consolidated cases, the complaints were actually served on the Attorney General. In case number 1105-06352,
a complaint was served on the Attorney General on June 22, 2011, a mere 20 days after filing the Estate's Second Amended
Complaint, which is the operative complaint in this action, the only one actually treated by the parties as the Complaint in that
case, and only 37 dates after filing the initial complaint. In case number 1011-16582, a complaint was served on the Attorney
General on June 22, 2011, a mere 8 days after filing the Estate's Amended Complaint, which is the operative complaint in that
action. The service accomplished in these actions gave the Attorney General ample time to intervene had he had so wished.

Rather than the Marks decision, which involved constitutional issues not found in our case, the Estate contends that the
requirement found in ORS 124.100 is more akin to the requirement that an insured must notify its insurer of a potential claim.
In such a situation, the insurer can only deny coverage if the failure to give timely notice caused it actual prejudice. Halsey v.
Firemen ‘s Fund Ins. Co., 68 Or App 349 (1984). As in that situation, here, neither the Attorney General nor any defendants
in this case were in any way prejudiced by the minor delay in service of the complaint on the Attorney General in this case.
Furthermore, dismissal of the Estate's cause of action for elder abuse in this case will not accomplish anything other than
potential delay, additional cost, and inefficiency as the Estate's claims still are not barred by the statute of limitations and
dismissal on this ground at this time would not bar re-filing.
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C. NYLIC is vicariously liable for Averill's frauds and conversions

NYLIC contends that it is not liable on the Estate's fraud or conversion claims because Averill was not its agent. As explained
above, the Estate argues that NYLIC is vicariously liable for Averill's frauds and conversions based on the apparent authority
she had to act on NYLIC's behalf.

NYLIC is also incorrect that the statute of limitations has run on the Estate's claims. Pence did not actually discover Averill's
defalcations until mid-May of 2009, and as far as actual notice is concerned, no party has ever suggested otherwise.

In Oregon, statutes of limitations containing a discovery provision do not begin to run until “the plaintiff knows or, in the
exercise of reasonable care, should know facts that would make a reasonable person aware of a substantial possibility that
each of the three elements of the claim - harm, causation, and tortious conduct - exists.” Bramel v. Brandt, 190 Or App 432,
441 (2003); Keller v. Armstrong World Industries, Inc., 197 Or App 450 (2005) (noting that to meet the “should have known”
element of Oregon's discovery rule, the plaintiff must have possession of facts that “would make a reasonable person aware of a
substantial possibility that each of the elements exist,” and that while the “plaintiff need not know each element with certainty,
[ ] a plaintiff must have more than a mere suspicion in order to have discovered the element”) (citing Gaston v. Parsons, 318
Or 247, 255-56 (1994)).

Oregon courts have held that where the tortfeasor (here Averill) is in a relationship of trust and confidence with the plaintiff
and uses that relationship in part to accomplish to accomplish her misdeeds or assuage the victim's concerns, that fact may
have bearing on whether a reasonable person would be aware of a substantial possibility of tortious conduct. Kaseberg v. Davis
Wright Tremaine, LLP, 351 Or 270 (2011). As stated by the court of appeals:
“Precisely when a person reasonably should have known facts that would make a reasonable person aware of a substantial
possibility that the harm suffered was caused by an attorney's negligence typically presents a question of fact, Stevens, 316 Or.
at 228, 851 P.2d 556, unless the facts are such that no triable issue exists and the matter may be resolved as a matter of law.
Compare U.S. Nat'l Bank, 274 Or. at 668, 548 P.2d 966 (“[t]here is no doubt that [the client's] necessity to defend [an action
resulting from his lawyer's bad advice] caused him damage more than two years prior to the commencement of the present
action”), with Hoeck v. Schwabe, Williamson & Wyatt, 149 Or.App. 607, 613, 945 P.2d 534 (1997) (client's relationship of trust
with his attorney, reliance on the attorney's advice, and the absence of facts suggesting that attorney's advice was incorrect gave
rise to a question of fact as to when the plaintiffs knew or reasonably should have known that attorney's advice was incorrect
and the cause of the plaintiffs' harm).... The nature of the plaintiff's relationship with the defendant is relevant to the question
whether the plaintiff has acted with sufficient diligence. Hoeck, 149 Or.App. at 612, 945 P.2d 534.

Cairns v. Dole, 195 Or App 742, 745 (2004) (emphasis added). From this, it is clear that the question of whether a plaintiff
“should have known” that there was a “substantial possibility” regarding each element of his or her claims - tortious conduct,
causation, and harm - is a question of fact to be decided by a jury based on all the facts and circumstances including whether
there was a relationship of trust and confidence that allayed the plaintiff's suspicions.

In our case, it is undisputed that Pence placed her trust and confidence in Averill. Deposition of Joyce Bolliger, attached as
Exhibit 3 to the Declaration of Marion H. Little, Jr. (“Little Decl.”), already on file with this court, at pp. 122-27; Deposition
of Michael Gattuccio, attached as Exhibit 1 to the Little Decl., at pp. 60, 101-02, 151. This trust and confidence was and would
reasonably have been bolstered by the apparent trust placed in Averill by NYLIC and others. And, it is undisputed that Pence's
eyesight was failing during the period of Averill's misdeeds. See Deposition of Michael Gattuccio, pp. 105-07; Deposition of
Joyce Bolliger, pp. 232-33.

Given Pence's advanced age, failing eyesight, and comfort taken in belief that her affairs were being managed and overseen by
a trusted friend and advisor and the knowledge that Averill in turn was overseen and approved of by NYLIFE and NYLIAC
(and others), it was reasonable for Pence to rely on Averill's assurances. And, if there is a question as to whether certain facts
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should have prompted Pence to investigate further, when those facts gave rise to a “substantial possibility,” rather than a “mere
suspicion,” and whether and when Pence received notice of each fraud, are questions of fact inappropriate for resolution on
summary judgment.

Furthermore, statutes of limitation are equitably tolled during any period that the defendant conceals the facts that would lead
to discovery of the wrong. Waxman v. Waxman & Associates, Inc., 224 Or App 445 (2008) (examining cases holding that
even where a limitations statute does not provide for a discovery rule, the period will be tolled during any period of fraudulent
concealment of the wrong by the wrongdoer). Fraudulent concealment is an implied exception to any statute of limitations,
and is particularly applicable in cases where the underlying cause of action is fraud. Chaney v. Fields Chevrolet Co., 264 Or
21, 26-27 (1972).

Beyond the question of when Pence should have known of Averill's fraud generally, there is also substantial evidence that
Averill fraudulently concealed her illegal activities. Averill defrauded Pence by fraudulently adding Pence to her checking
account without Pence's knowledge, stealing checks made out to Pence and forging her indorsements, and stealing over a half
million dollars over the course of nearly three years. See Declaration of Andrew T. Reilly in Support of Plaintiff's Response to
ONESCO's and ONFS's Motion In Limine, already on file with this court, ¶¶3-6, 9-11, 13, and 17. Averill was able to accomplish
this by, in part, concealing her thefts from Pence. Id. Supporting this contention is evidence that, when she was arrested, Averill
had in her possession (in her car, to be exact) a cardboard box full of torn-open security envelopes. Id. at ¶ 9 (Exhibit 7, p. 5 of
7). Testimony shows that many of the various account statements that would have shown the thefts were not found in Pence's
home and were not among the documents produced by Bolliger. Bolliger Deposition, pp. 122-27.

The New York Life Defendants themselves note that, when Pence actually received a $25,000 check, Averill misrepresented
to her that the check was a dividend and that she would return it. Whether Pence's reliance on Averill's misrepresentations and
other acts of concealment was reasonable is a question of fact. Whether or not Pence actually received any of the confirmations
of transactions allegedly mailed to her by the New York Life Defendants or any other communications from any of them, is
also question of fact. The New York Life Defendants' motions regarding statutes of limitation relating to plaintiff's fraud and
negligence claim should be denied.

D. The Estate concedes that NYLIC is not directly liable for negligence

NYLIC did not process redemptions and, therefore, is not directly liable for the negligence of its affiliates NYLIM and NYLIAC.

III. CONCLUSION

Having conceded NYLIC's Motions for Judgment regarding the Estate's direct claims against it, the question before the court
is whether it may be decided as a matter of law that Pence's reliance on NYLIC's representations that Averill was its agent was
unreasonable. The Estate contends that NYLIC cloaked Averill with its authority and then, if and when that actual authority
ended, failed to sufficiently appraise Pence of that fact. It is undisputed that Averill was NYLIC's erstwhile agent; it is disputed
whether NYLIC ever informed Pence that Averill no longer was and it is disputed whether Pence's reliance on NYLIC's
representations was reasonable. These are fundamentally questions of fact, inappropriate for summary judgment. NYLIC's
contested Motions should be denied.

DATED this 11 th  day of June, 2012.

Footnotes
1 Plaintiff relies upon and incorporates herein by this reference his Response to OnPoint's Motion for Summary Judgment and

supporting documents, his Response to ONESCO's and ONFSI's Motion In Limine and supporting documents, his Response to
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ONESCO and ONFSI's Motion for Summary Judgment and supporting documents, his own Motion for Summary Judgment Against

OnPoint Community Credit Union and supporting documents, and his Response to the New York Life Defendants' Motion for

Summary Judgment and supporting documents, all of which are already on file with this court, in support of the arguments set forth

herein.

2 It should be noted that there is little to no credible evidence that this letter was even sent to Pence at or around the date appearing on

its face. Theresa Pepe declares that the letter was, in fact, sent at or around that time, but the reality is that she is simply testifying

about what would have happened according to the automated correspondence system then in place. Declaration of Andrew T. Reilly

in Support of Plaintiff's Response to the New York Life Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment, already on file with this court,

at ¶ 3 (Exhibit 2, pp. 39-42).
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